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INTRODUCTION
SIMPLE UI | ONE CLICK INTERFACE | COMMUNITY DRIVEN
Swapfolio is a one-stop, simple onboarding, easy-to-use portfolio
management application that allows Uniswap traders to monitor their
balances and track their trading activities. Our primary goal is to provide
a platform that is easy enough to use for newcomers yet convenient &
sufficient for experienced traders, utilising efficient UI design and
optimised performance.

VISION
At Swapfolio, we believe that the most noticeable impact takes place
when newcomers enter the market and decide to stay. Getting started in
the Decentralised Exchange (DEX)
space can be overwhelming for
newcomers. Swapfolio aims to build both a product and a community
that encourage newcomers to stay, be it as traders or users of our
platform. By creating this environment, we believe we can contribute to
the sustainability of the current upward trend.

MISSION
We plan to fulfil our vision of a healthy environment by creating a
positive loop between milestone deliveries, product releases, and price
movement, with heavy involvement from the community. Community
support and suggestions are taken into account heavily and are
discussed daily in our meetings. We are not hesitant in executing
changes to our plan for the greater good of our community.
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Our aim to grow and gain a following of prospective users are
supported heavily by our marketing campaigns to newcomers and
heavy community involvement to build trust and bridge the gap
between the core team and the members of our ecosystem.
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DEX, DEFI AND UNISWAP
Riding on the new DeFi wave, Uniswap has attracted a lot of volume in a
short amount of time. The mechanics of quick listing and secure,
decentralised exchange seemed to gain popularity over the recent
months.
According to Dune Analytics, decentralized exchanges have been
enjoying a massive increase in the total trading volume in 2020. Uniswap
had over $5 billion in volume in the first half of 2020 (January-June),
which was an impressive 400% growth compared to the 2019’s numbers.
The growth in Uniswap trading volume entails that the Ethereum-based
DEX has overtaken some centralised competitors. To visualise this, at a
24-hour volume of $88.4 million, Uniswap has handled more trading
activity than Poloniex ($54.8 million) and Gemini ($26.7 million)
combined. Those familiar with this space understand that these
numbers show a very significant shift in trend and market preferences.
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The increase in DEX trading volume comes amid the significant hype
surrounding the decentralised finance (DeFI) market that appears to be
going parabolic soon. According to Defi Pulse, the total locked has hit a
new all-time high of &3.5 billion. With new projects like Swapfolio
gathering massive community support, these numbers are not going to
stay there.
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ACTION PLAN AND STRATEGY
We support the realization of our vision by having a clear mindset and
resolve in executing our action plans. Every move that we make, we try
to put these factors into mind:
Increase in quality following and later, user base
Boosting investors confidence and gather strong support
Contribute to upticks or support on the current token price
Reward early, loyal investors while providing acceptable entry prices for
newcomers
Continuous, planned deliveries for optimal impact
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As stated earlier, Swapfolio believes that aside from competing with
other providers, we try to navigate this project by introducing new
market forces into the Uniswap environment while maintaining the
support of the current members.
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USE CASES
Our objective is to become a preferred portfolio manager and trading
assistance tool by the members within the Uniswap environment. To
achieve this objective, the team, together with the community have
identified several key features to be implemented in our product release.

PORTFOLIO MANAGER
With a simple interface, users can monitor their portfolio growth and
transaction history on this platform before making a trade on Uniswap

PERSONALIZED PRICE MONITORING
Users able to monitor the prices in real-time according to their holdings
in their web3 wallet

TRADING ASSISTANCE
One click access to Uniswap trades for whitelisted pairs to prevent users
from trading on dummy contracts.

SPONSORED LISTING
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A sponsored listing for paid sponsors shows as non-intrusive native ads
on the bottom of the listing. With this, users will be able to learn about
new tokens and get a chance to trade it instantly on Uniswap. Some % of
the sponsor’s fees will go to stakers.
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PORTFOLIO MANAGER | PERSONALIZED PRICE MONITORING
|TRADING ASSISTANT | SPONSORED LISTING
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STAKING DAPP
SWAPFOLIO STAKING BENEFITS
SWFL token holders can stake their holdings for a return of more SWFL
tokens. We introduce a non-restrictive model to our staking contract to
promote a healthy ecosystem while still opening up chances for our
token holders to benefit.
Our Soft Staking Dapp works by charging a flat fee of 2.5% each way for
both stakers and unstakers, with 100% of the charges being distributed
to the remaining stakers proportional to their staking pool percentage.
We are comfortable with this model because it still allows loyal
supporters of SWFL tokens to profit even when there’s a stable price
movement, at the expense of those unstaking, or profit from the surge of
people staking.
The more people unstake, the more attractive it is for unstaked big
holders to come in and stake, and claim a huge percentage of the pool.
In a nutshell, stakers who staked early, staked huge, and keep holding
will always benefit by getting SWFL tokens at a very minimum amount
of gas, and at no other additional cost.
On top of that, Stakers will also receive the rewards dripped from SWFL
Staking Funds, totalling to a 2,100,000 SWFL over a year.

STAKING AND SWAPFOLIO BUSINESS MODEL
Post Alpha release, the Swapfolio dashboard will start introducing Pro
Features and Sponsored Ads listing. Extensive Swapfolio portfolio
manager and trading assistance will be accessible only by Pro accounts determined by a dynamic range of SWFL token amount, whitelisted on
wallet login. This allows us to adjust the staking limit in the future in
response to the price, and maintain stability.
As for the non-intrusive ads features, Swapfolio will open the
advertisement slot to projects wanting to promote their tokens in the
first page, seen by all of our users. Projects wanting to advertise on this
slot must transact using SWFL tokens, paid to SWFL administrators
where 50% of the collection from the advertising fees will be distributed
to all stakers proportionally.
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In the event when there are no sponsors for the ad section, the section
will default to showing SWFL token data and prices, alerting all users on
the current prices and keeping SWFL on their watchlist.
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SOFT STAKING DAPP
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TOKENOMICS

25%

38% -Token Pre-sale**
25% - Uniswap liquidity smart contract***

38%

13% - Development fund (12 months lock & drip)*
10% - Digital ads & marketing campaign
(12 months lock & drip)*
7% 13%

7%

Infra & management cost
(12 months lock & drip)*

7% - Community staking reward
(12 months lock & drip)*

7%
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10%
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PROJECT ROADMAP

AUGUST 2020
Staking Dapp

Staking dApp with 2.5%
fee in and out

OCTOBER 2020
Alpha Release

Minimal portfolio
manager and trading
features

Continuous delivery
and feedback

DECEMBER 2020
Beta Release

Extended features, adding
sponsored listing for
businesses

Continuous delivery
and feedback

MARCH 2021

Production and Scaling
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Release of stable version,
ready to scale on demand
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